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MEMBERS' COMMENTS ON PREVIOUS ARTICLES  

What Is It?     Bulletin 284/12. 

JOHN NELSON thinks that to be a postmark of Tooting, the figure 28  
would need to be in a circle. The one illustrated appears to be  
an obliterator used in the London Inland Office. 

The Earliest Known Perfin Cover?  Bulletin 263/3. 

In Bulletin 263 was the report of a cover to Peru with perfins  
C2087.01 (C.D/&C) dated MARCH 6TH 1869. Once again this date has 
come to light - this time PHIL BUTCHER reports a cover with a GR/W 
perfin, 1d Plate 104, dated 6-3-69. 

Sierra Leone 2/WIR Perfin  Bulletin 281/16-17; 283/11. 

JACK BRANDT has reported holding another copy of the SG27 ½d green 
with Freetown pmk. He also has a new stamp - SG87 1d dull purple  
and rosine with the Multiple Crown CA wmk dated SEPT 1904, again  
from Freetown. 

JOHN BUTTON reports:- 
SG45  2½d QV postmarked Freetown 
SG74  1d KEVII postmarked Freetown 24-2-03 

Overprint and Perfin Combined (Forgery?)  Bulletin 284/5. 

PAUL DAVEY writes:- "Further to Tony's note I can add that I have 
examples of Chinese stamps bearing both genuine perfins and forged 
overprints. These are cheap stamps with poor forgeries and  
wisdom suggests that, in post-war Shanghai, dealers who offered  
packets of "1000 China-all different" were in the habit of adding  
to their stock by means of a home made overprint. They used  
perfinned stamps as well as normal. I have seen forged perfins on  
China - though never the combination. 

As a footnote, the Mandarin Trading Co (an auctioneer in the US, 
specialising in China/Asia) has a copy of SG4, the lca large  
dragon of China with perfin N.C.H. in sale No.22, as lot 105.  
Described as '...only few copies known (Ex Mizuhara)' the pre-sale  
estimate is US $2500. A copy of the same stamp, without perfin,  
would estimate around $100-150 depending on cancel/condition etc." 

Crosse & Blackwell  Bulletin 280/12-15; 281/9; 282/9. 

JOHN BUTTON has C0500.04 (C&B) on a cover with the return address  
of 20 Soho Square, London Wl and the name of the firm 'Jas Keiller
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